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bining an automated equation generator with a set of vehicle
models, it is possible to compare the models quantitatively.
In this paper, the focus is on the kinematics of the various
models. The goal is to demonstrate a general method for using
new technology involving the dynamics of multibody systenìs

and the automatic generation of symbolic computer codes for
sinrulating vehicle dynamics.

This paper illustrates a rìew way of thinking about models-
not as a set of equations, but as physical connections with
degrees of freedom (df), constraints, and their kinematical
interpletations.

NEW MULTIßODY SIMULATION TECHNOLOGY
(AUTOSIM)

AUTOSIM is a symbolic code generator that leads text input
describing the model and produces source code as output in
one of the supported computer languages (FORTRAN, C,
MATLAB, ACSL, and ADSIM). Parameters are represented
by symbols, so that the same equations can be appliecl many

times without changing the equations themselves. Persotrs

wishing to try the ideas presented in this paper can license

AUTOSIM commercially in North America from Mitchell
and Gauthier Associates in Concord, Massachusetts, and, for
other countries, from University of Michigan Software, in
Ann Arbor.

The method of developing models with a symbolic rnulti-
body program provides several novel advantages:

o Equations are written in terms of parameters chosen by

the modeler instead of a fixed set of multibody parameters.
o The multibody program is used only to develop the model.

Once the equations are written, the rnodel can be exercised

directly to answer questions of interest.
o The time needed to develop a self-contained simulation

code is very short (typically, a few hours-a time that might
not appear possible to persons with expelience in developing
models by other methods).

o AUTOSIM usually generates equations that are tnore
efficient than those developed by any other rnethod, inclucling
hand derivations made by experts. It uses an advanced form
of Kane's equations (9) and then applies extensive algebraic
and programming optimization methods to achieve high ef-

ficiency. [See work by Sayers (10) for comparisons of
AUTOSIM formulations with those obtained by other meth-
ods, including hand-derivation, for several models.]
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Symbolic multibody code generation technology enables a new
approach for developing vehicle models for driving simulators.
Rather than assembling terms in the equations of tnotion, a mod-
eler can concentrate on modeling issues such as degrees of free-
dom (df), joint constraints, and kinematical assumptions. An
automated code generator rnakes it practical to test many mod-
eling assumptions to determine their influence on cornputation
time and simulation fidelity, leading to a model that offers the
most fidelity while running in real time on available hardware.
The new methodology is illustrated by (a) describing seven vehicle
handling models, with various levels of complexity, ranging from
4 to 10 df; (b) cornparing the computational requilements for'
their use; and (c) presenting example comparisons of predictecl
motions. Atl of the rnodels can be sirnulated in leal time on a

fast personal computer. The sirnplest (4-df) model runs more than
40 times faster than the more cornplex 10-df one, yet it predicts
overall vehicle motions that agree closely. Arnong the 10-df rnodels,
the fastest runs 2.3 tirnes quicker than the slowest. The mcth-
odology illustrated can be used to extend the models to include
additional mechanical characteristics of interest.

Driving simulators are not in widespread use, even though
they are acknowledged as highly useful research tools fo¡'
human factors and psychology studies. Recent technical de-
velopments make the development of driving sintulators much
simpler than has ever been possible. Computer haldware has

improved so much that even desktop computers with graphical
capabilities have the speed and software needed to gerìerate

simple scenes in response to driver motions. A system con-
sisting of a mock-up dashboard or car i¡rterior, computer, and
visual display can now be assembled for a fraction of the cost
required a few years ago. Complementing the hardware im-
provements are new software technologies that can be used

to develop suitable vehicle dynamics models.
The purpose of this paper is to use these new software

technologies to show quantitatively the effects of modeling
assumptions used in familiar vehicle dynamics models with
different levels of complexity (1-ó). Comparisons are made
on the bases.of computational speed and accuracy.

All of the mathematical models described in this paper were
developed using AUTOSIM, a software package that auto-
matically derived equations of rnotion for mechanical systems
composed of multiple rigid bodies. The AUTOSIM software
has been described previously (2,8). The models presented

are not new and have also been described before. By com-
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. The generated source code is completely accessible for
inspection and modification.

o Hand-written subroutines and auxiliary variables can be
easily included in models.

. An interactive multibody program lets the modeler rap_
idly develop and inspect equations to debug the model and
evaluate alternative modeling assumptions.

The mathernatical basis of for. this technology has been
described previously (7,8), and example uses of the technol_
ogy in support of a comprehensive vehicle system clynamics
model for a driving simulator have been presented lit,tZ¡.

Communicating with AUTOSIM entails describing the sys-
tem to be sinrulated on the computer. In general terrns, ihe
software is structured around a geonretric description of the
system, involving matters such as the connections between
bodies and the locations of the joint connections, the centers
of mass, and the action of the forces. Developing a model
with the new technology clearly involves clifferent tactics than
developing a model with pencil and paper. Mathematical mat_
ters that otherwise rnight be given a great deal of attention
have been reduced to computer algorithms, freeing the mod_
eler frorn some past burdens.

. The rest of this paper uses the type of thinking that goes
into the development of a vehicle model when uring o ,y,r,_
bolic multibody program. Alternative models are develoþed
for a velticle system, using a fixed set of basic vehicle porår_
eters. Modeling decisions are described explicitly, and the
effects are shown quantitatively in terms of the complexity
of the resulting equations and the accuracy of the model
predictions.

MODEL DESCRIPTIONS

Vehicle Description

For purposes of comparison, a hierarchy of vehicle models is
clefined, from cornplex to simple. The models are formulated
to calculate the vehicle response to steer inputs when running
on a smooth and level surface at a constant speed. Table i
gives the complete set of parameters used in thè models. The
vehicle being considered is a front-wheel-drive compact with
a solid rear axle and independent front suspension with un_
equal upper and lower control arms. To heþ isolate the sig_
nificance of assumptions that reduce the kìnematical com_
plexity, areas of behavior that are not of primary interest are
left out of the models or grearly simplifièd. Thé models will
be compared under conditions of constant forward speed,
therefore longitudinal tire forces are not included. Detãils of
how control inputs from the driver cause the wheels to steer
are not considered: the control inputs in the models are simply
the steer of the front wheels. Aerodynamic effects are ìg_
nored. Suspension and tire matters are treated in the followin-g
discussions.

Suspension Kinemafics

Fþre 1 shows a simplified front view of the front suspensions,
with the dimensions 2,, R,, and I1o.,. The figure also shows

Synlbol Value Descriotion

Ç^¿z 8!0N/deg rear cornering-stiffness, one rirec_St 600 N-s/m fronr shock a6sorber danrpirrg (l wheel)Çsz 600 N-s/rn rear shock auióii,ãi aãiìfffiÌ wrreeil'
lztr 999 l.g front axle loa¿ tz *riCeiii 

'"'
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{vy I 300kg-nr2 mo¡nenr of inenia of S
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f-çt 26000 N/m hont suspension venical stiffness (l wheel)
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Y,o, l?9 tg fronr unsprung mass (2 wheels)
UrtZ 90 kg ¡ear l¡nsprung-nìass (2 wheels)'/(¡ 0.3 rn fronr tiré rclñng radiìrs
4z 0.3 nr rear rir.e rolling"radiui-
{z 0.6 rn rear spring .pí"ir.,g 

-

T¡ 1.4 m front iracË "
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TABLB I Vehicle paran¡eters

a linkage analysis of the independent suspension on the right_
hand wheel that locates an instant center. (For small vertical
movements of the wheel, the motions are as if the wheel is
attached to a rigid body that rotates about the instant center.)
By considering a sintple rotation, it is easy to visualize small
roll-plane motions of the wheel and determine such properties
as how the camber and track (clistance between tire cånters)
change with suspension deflection. The instant center is also
a point at which the net moment applied to the car body by
the suspension is 0. Thus, any force acting on the wheel whose
line ofaction passes through the instant cinter does not apply
a moment to the car body. The figure shows a line conneóting
the instant center with the center of the contact patch between
the tire and the road. The moment applied tó the car body
as a result of a tire force vector is determined by the orien_
tation of the vector relative to this line. Because oi syrnmetry,
a similar analysis for the other front wheel leads to the iden_
tification of a single point that is at the intersection of the
lines connecting the tire contact patch centers with the cor_
responding instant centers. The intersection point is called
the roll center. The instant centers and roll cenìe, ure .,paper
points" that do not correspond to any physical connections.
Their locations depend on the actual poiition ofthe unsprung
masses. Thus, the instant centers, and the roll center, can
change position as the suspensions move.

1.4 m rear track

lnstant center Vehicle
center line

)---

H.c'
Suspension
roll center

of Jinkage./t¡/ _l _-¡
lé _= -.1 _ _l

2
Center of

FIGURE I Front suspension.
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The mass center for the suspension subsystem (wheel, spin-

dle, and suspension links) is shown at the center of the wheel.

In general, the mass center is not at this point, although it is
close. The approximation is made to reduce the number of
parameters.

Figure 2 shows the corresponding view for the rear axle.

For simplicity, a leaf-spring suspension is shown. However,

the same dimensions (Tr, Sr, and H*.t) could be used for any

suspension with a solid axle. Here, the leaf springs react lat-

eral forces such that the net moment applied to the sprung
mass is 0 along a line connecting the attachments of the springs

to the body. [The role-center analyses illustrated in Figures

l and2 are brief and simple. More detailed analyses can be

found elsewhere for a variety of suspension types (13)']
Fully detailed suspension descriptions are usually inappro-

priate for low-cost real-time driving simulators. Simplified
representations, as will be presented, have been used in models

that have been validated through comparison with experi-

mental handling tests. In all of the models that follow, sus-

pension kinematics are simplified. The degree of simplifica-

tion depends on the model.

Suspension Force Elements

Linkages shown in Figures I and 2 control the motions per-
mitted between the splung and unsprung masses. In addition,
springs and dampers connect the bodies. In both the front
and rear, each side has a spring with a force deflection relation

4p.ing = ,[,",," + l.(ô) (1)

where ô is the spring deflection and f,,,,,'" is the static loacl

carried by the spring. Each suspension may have auxiliary
forces applied as functions of relative roll, due to antisway
bars and linkage compliances. This effect results in a force
acting between the two wheels on the same suspension, and

has the general form

F,",¡ = /)(ô. - ô¡) (2)

where, in this case, ôr_ and ôr. are movements of the left and
right wheels relative to the body. The suspensions also include
shock absorbers that produce force as a function of shock

absorber displacement rate:

Fu".,*. = l,(ô) (3)

The displacements and rates appearing in these equations
(ô, ôr-, ôo, and ô) are derived from the kinematics of the
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moving rigid bodies by AUTOSIM. The force laws, expressed
by the functions.Ê,,f,r, andf,, can be albitralily complex non-
linear relationships. In this paper, simple linear relations are
used. The spring forces are computed using linear coefficient
K' and K.r, for the front and rear springs, the clamping forces
are computed using linear coefficients C.t, and C.'' for front
and rear dampers, and the auxiliary roll force is computed
with a linear relation

F,o¡ : 573efi (ô. - õo) Ø)

where K"*o" and S are as defined in Table 1.

The baseline set of parameters shows a spring spacing
for the front suspension equal to the track. This means that
the spring and damper rates are effective at the wheel plane.
None of the models represents the relative displacement of
a coil spring in a double A-arm suspension, and therefore
the forces predicted by the different models do not agree
unless the spring spacing is set equal to the track. To apply
spring or damper data to any of these ¡nodels, a separate
analysis is needed to convert the true force and deflection to
the effective force and deflection at the wheel plane. This is

an application of a rnultibody program that has been described
elsewhere (11).

Tire Forces and Momenrs

The most important actions affecting a vehicle being steered
at constant speed are the vertical tire forces and lateral shear
forces. Experiments have established that the vertical and
lateral tire forces are essentially functions of just a few vari-
ables. The vertical folce (normal to the ground surface) has

the form

Fz : f",n,¡" + 
"Ê(ô, 

"y) (5)

where ô is tile deflection (from the static condition) and 1 is
tire inclination angle. The relation that will be used for all
models in this paper is

Fz = -B? - *,u,. (6)

where F.n and Kr are parameters defined in Table 1 for front
and rear wheels and ôris the change in the distance from the
center of the wheel to the center of the contact patch between
the tire and ground. An expression for ôr is derived by
AUTOSIM for each wheel in a model, on the basis of mul-
tibody kinematics. (The negative sign is to satisfy the SAE
coordinate system, in which the vertical Z-axis points down.)

When running at constant speed with no longitudinal forces
from braking or acceleration, lateral tire force is a function
of vertical load and a few kinematical variables:

F, : fr(Fr-, a, "y, V, tL)

where

a : slip angle (angle between direction a rolling tire is
pointing and directio¡r of velocity vector of a point in
wheel plane where it rneets ground),

(7)
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1 : inclination angle of wheel,
7 = forward speed of r.olling tir.e, ancl
p : friction coefficient.

The vertical load is determined by Equation ó, a and "y are
determined by rnultibody kinenratics, ancl ¡l is a par.a¡neter.
[The slip angle, a, is sornetimes given a tinte delay to account
for the need fol the tire to roll a certain distance, callecl the
relaxation length, to build up a lateral force (14).] For all of
the models that will be presented, a very sirnple relation is
usecl to determine lateral tire force:

F, = -57.3 Cna (S)

This ¡nodel omits significant influences, particularly those of
load (f)) and inclination angle (f). The omissions are made
to sirnplify the cornpar.isons between the different rnoclels.
The I'-rvalues predicted by the different moclels are compared
to show the folm of inputs available to a sophisticateà tire
model if one were to be used.

Models that are developecl and cont¡rarecl in the following
will not include aerodynamic effects or longitudinal tire forces
that occur when braking. Tire rnoments will not bc consiclerecl
either.

Srrrnmary of Models

Thel'e are m¿ìny ways to nloclel a vehicle to inclucle the ele_
nrents descl'ibecl and preclict vehicle tnotiorìs in t.esponse to
control inputs. Four multibody moclels were cleveiopecl to
describe a vcl¡icle with the characteristics just clescribecl. Fur_
thermore, equations we re forlrrulatecl for the first nrodel using
four variations. Thus, seven fornrulations were obtained.

Model.s la Through ld: I1-df Moclels with
Translational Joints

The first three moclels (1a, lb, ancl lc) are símilar to the
Highway-Vehicle Object Systern Moclel (HVOSM), devel_
oped two decades ago for nrainframe and hybricl computers
(5). They have 10 per.tinenr df: 6 for the spning mass (t'he car
body), 2 for the rear axle, ancl 1 each fóL ttlð two fr.ont in_
dependent suspensions. The independent suspensior¡s are
modeled by assuming that the wheel unsprung masses move
relative.to the car body as if they were connecied with purely
translational joints, as shown in Figure 3. Although the trans_
lational joint in the figure is shown at a slant to adã generality,
in the original HVOSM model and in Moclels la, lb, and lt,
the direction of the translation is parallel to the vertical axis

9l

of the sprung mass. In the AUTOSIM progr.am, this kine_
matical relationship is described by defining eich front wheel/
suspension body as being connected to the sprung mass ancl
as having a single allowable tr.anslational nroiion, parallel to
the Z-axis of the sprung-mass coordinate system. The sirnple
translational motions, permittecl each wheel, approxirnate the
rnotion of the front suspension.

When the lateral tire forces, applied in the r.oacl plane, are
reacted cornpletely by the translational joint, théy do not
apply a roll nroment to the cal. bocly. However, the simple
kinematical analysis shown in Figure I inclicates that the doul¡le_
arm suspension applies a net tnoment of 0 only at the r.oll
center. The two cases are not equivalent t¡nless the suspension
roll center is at the ground plane, as is the case for the norninal
parameter values given in Table 1. ('fhe original HVOSM
model was modified to include additional terrns, called jacking
forces, to gene¡'ate the correct reaction forces and rnomenti
between the wheel and car.boclies).

The multibody representation of the rear. axle is shown in
Figure 4. A ¡rrassless intermediate bocty is connectecl to thc
sprung rnass at the roll center. The unspr.ung rnass, consisting
of a rigid body with the axle, wheels, tires, and the like lumpeã
together, is connectecl to thc intermecliate bocly with a puiely
translational joint.

The tire deflections and slip angles ar.e clefinecl by consicl_
ering vectors defined in a coorclinate systern of a wheél spinclle
ligid body. Consider the geometr.y shown in Figure 5. The
inertial coordinate systenl is definecl by X-, y-, ancl Z_axes
whose clirections are shown in tlre figurc. 'lhe clirections are
defined mathematically by unit vectors n., n., and n.. .fhree
unit vectors are also fixecl in the moving .eference framc of
the spindle: s.., sr,, and s.. Point ,S is at the centet.of the wheel,
Point O is a point fixed in the gr.ound plane, ancl point C is
defined such that it is in the local Z-clirection (s,) of the
spindle , relative to Point S, and it coinciclcs with thé grouncl
plane. The position vector going from point S to point C is

rsc = /s. (9)

The fact that Point C lies in the grouncl plane is expl.essed
mathematically by the condition

roc. n, : 0 (10)

where roc is the position vector connecting points O and C.
Noting that

roc:fo.s+f.tc

the local Z-coordinate of point C (r in Equation 9) can be

Translational joints

FIGURE 3 Mulfibody represcntation of
lront suspensions for Model l.

FIGURD 4 Multibody representation of
rear axle for Model t.
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Figure 3. For Models 1a, lb, and lc, the direction of the
translation was defined as being purely in the Z-direction of
the sprung mass, sz. For Model 1d, the direction d, was speci-
fied asal- Slip Angle

vector

FIGURE 5 Geometry of slip angle.

defined as

ros. n"r= - SrtDt
(11)

The tire deflection ôr, appearing in Equation 6, is simply

õr:r-V $2)

where 7 is the value of r when the system is in its nominal

configuration.
The rigorous geometric definition of slip angle, c, is the

angle between the vector projection of s.. onto the road plane

and the absolute velocity vector of Point C, v6:

a : angle{[s* - (s,. n")n,], vc] (13)

where angle(.) is a function that determines the angle between
two vectors and [s, - (s,'n,)n,] is the projection of s, onto

the ground plane. Model La uses this definition of slip'
When this definition for the slip angle is used as an input,

AUTOSIM derives a lengthy formula that fills several pages.

A considerably more simple formulation is obtained by chang-

ing the definition slightly to consider the angle in the plane
perpendicular to the vector s,:

o' : angle{[s,, vt - (vt's.)s,]]

Although these two formulations for slip angle appear very
similar, it will be seen that the second one improves the sim-

ulation performance by about 50 percent. The reason is that
the formulation in Equation 13 includes the local velocity of
C in the reference frame of the wheel spindle. The local
velocity component, in the s, direction, is eliminated in the
second formulation. Models 1b, 1c, and ld use Equation 14

to define slip.
When formulating equations for mechanical systems, mod-

elers often use knowledge that some movements are "small"
to simplify the equations. AUTOSIM also has this capability
(8). Model 1c was produced by declaring to AUTOSIM that
certain motions are small. (Except for forward speed and yaw
angle, the translations and rotations for all df were declared
as small in Model 1b, thereby producing Model 1c.)

Models la, 1b, and lc involve all of the parameters in Table
1 except two: the front roll center height, .F1*.,, and the change

in wheel inclination with vertical position, Ko.
A fourth variation, Model ld, was defined by describing

inclined directions for the translational joints as shown in

(1s)

When the parameter .É/o., is assigned a value of 0, the two
formulations are equivalent. However, because the equations
for Model ld include terms for the condition that.F/*., is not
0, the full equations are more complex.

Model 2: 10-df Model with Rotational Front
Suspension Joints

The second model is identical to the Model lc, except in the
treatment of the front suspensions. Figure 6 shows the mul-
tibody representation of the geometry of the front wheel spin-
dles. The instant center of rotation, a "paper point" shown
in Figure 1., is used as the physical point of attachment be-
tween the unsprung and sprung masses. The model shown in
Figure 6 defines the transfer of roll moments between the
unsprung and sprung masses that is correct when the suspen-
sion is at the nominal (design) position. The model also pre-
dicts the first-order change in wheel camber angle with sus-
pension deflection.

This model requires two dimensional parameters to locate
the instant center: a lateral coordinate and a vertical one.
These two dimensions are not common ones for vehicle dy-
namics models. However, they can be defined in terms of two
commonly used parameters: roll center height, .Él*.;, and a

coefficient for the linear change in inclination angle with re-
spect to vertical movement, Ko (see Table 1). The lateral
distance from the wheel plane to the instant center is given
by

d,:+s,+Í/¡ç¡s"
9y

, 57.3
(14) t'rcY: Vf,

Hr. = 2H*.rfr

(16)

and the height of the instant center above the ground plane is

(r7)

As was done for Model 1c, all motion variables except the
forward speed and the yaw angle are declared as small. Slip
angles were defined by Equation 14. This model involves
every parameter given in Table 1.

FIGURE 6 Multibody representation of front
suspensions for Model 2.
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Model3: 6-df Model

This model has 6 df and is similar in pertinent respects to the
VDANL nodel (2,4). Three df involve planar movement of
a vehicle reference frame (X- and )z-translations and yaw
rotation). The moving reference frame has front and rear roll
centers, about which the fr.ont and rear unsprung masses roll.
The geometry, shown in Figure 7, is as if the vehicle has two
solid axles that rotate independently about a longitudinal axis
passing through the respective roll centers. The sprung mass
rolls relative to the reference frame as if it were connected
by a hinge whose axis passes through both roll centers (see
Figure 8). The body and two axles each add a roll df to the
system, bringing the total to 6.

The equations derived for this model were made after speci_
fying that the roll angles (and rates) and the lateral velòcity
are small. All of the parameters in Table 1 are used in this
model, except Ko.

To describe the model in terms of the parameters of Table
1, all ofthe points needed to define the spring, damper, and
tire forces are introdr¡ced. Because the AUTOSIM descrip_
tions of forces from the tires, springs, and dampers Aepena
on the relative movements of the reference points, thé de_
scriptions used for the 10-df models were repeated without
modification to describe this model.

Model4: 4-df Model

This rnodel is sirnilar to the 3-df model developed and vali_
dated by Segel in the 1950s (ó) and ernbellished since rhen in
many variations (1). Kinematically, the model is nearly iden_
tical to Model 3, except that the front and rear axles are not
permitted to roll. Thus, all suspension motions are lumped
into a single rotational df of the sprung mass about the roll
a.xis. To maintain compatibility with the other models, tor_
sional stiffness and damping coefficients are defined in terms
of the parameters in Table 1. The torsional stiffness for each
suspension i(i = 1, 2), K,u"u,, and each pair of tires, K,,,",

(N - mlrad), can be written

K"u.pr : 57.3 Ksw^yr . f*

K.u"pz : 57.3 KswAy2 + 53 K'tt
2

Kr,"i = f*
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f.or i = 1,2

(18)

(1e)

(20)

(21)

An overall torsional stiffness for each axle, with effects of
both suspensions and tires being treated as springs in series,
is then defined as

1
K,or., = I I

_I_

K"urpi ' K,ir",

A torsonal damping coefficient for each axle is defined as

(- _ T? Cr,K"*,
-lorsl z Á"urpt

/- _ s3 cs2K,o,,2
utors2 - ---:--;--

z Á.u.p,

where-the ratio K,o,*,/K,u.pr is used to scale the torsional damp_
ing to be ¡'epresentative of the level of shock absorber motion.

The total roll moment acting on the sprung mass, from both
Axles I and 2, is

M,o, = -(K"*, + K,"*r)ô - (C,o*, + Ç-.r)ô (24)

Fz=

Although the tire behavior assumed for all models in this
paper does not include the effect of load o¡r lateral shear force,
the ability of the models to predict vertical tire load would of
interest if a load-sensitive tire model were to be used. With
the 4-df model, the vertical tire force can be written

f.or i : 1,2

(22)

(23)

(2s)
Frn * M,o,
2- T

MODEL PERFORMANCE

Each model was described as an AUTOSIM input. AUTOSIM
then generated a ready-to-run FORTRAN simulation pro_
gram for that model. The simulation programs take nearly
identical inputs (the parameters shown in Table 1) and in_
tegrate ordinary differential equations to obtain motions of

FIGURE 7 Joints used to build the 6-df model. FIGURE I Vehicle roll axis.
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the vehicle in response to a steer input of the front wheels.

The number of equations corresponds to the number of state

variables, which is twice the number of df for all of these

models. (Each df is associated with one position variable and

one speed variable.)

Computational Efficiency

When used in a driving simulator, the first and foremost re-
quirement of the vehicle simulation is that it be capable of
running in real time on the available hardware. Table 2 pre-
sents a summary of the computational aspects of the models.

The main computational effort is spent computing the deriv-
atives of the state variables. The three columns in the table
for computation effort show the number of operations needed
to compute the derivatives each time step. These computa-
tions are performed in a single subroutine that is repeatedly
invoked in the loop by the numerical integlation algorithm.
Table 2 gives the number of multiply, divide, and exponent
operations (*, /), the number of add and subtract operations
( + , - ), and the number of function and subroutine calls (funcs)

such as sines, cosines, and absolute values. During their de-

rivation, the equations are rnanipulated by AUTOSIM to
avoid ledundant computations and to precompute expressions
involving constants. Auxiliary calculations that are not needed
to compute derivatives each time step aI'e not includecl in the
table.

A second-order, fixed-step Runge-Kutta algorithm was se-

lected as an integrator for all models. It causes the derivatives
l¡e calculated twice each time step, at the start and midpoint
of the intervals shown in the table. The time steps shown in

the table were selected by first finding the time step at which
integration error could be discerned by visual inspection of
plottecl time histories and then cutting that time step in half.

For exarnple, Model 2 and all versions of Model 1 gave no
noticeable error for a time step of 0.014, but all were unstable
with a time step of 0.016. Therefore, the "safe" time step was

set to 0.014/2 = 0.007 sec.
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To give an approximate idea of the real running time, each

model was timed on a Macintosh II fx. The simulated times
were divided by the run times to yield a normalized speed in
units of real time. (A factor of 1.3 means that the computer
program runs 1.3 times faster than needed for real-time üim-
ulation with the time step shown. By increasing the time step,

the program can be run up to 2.6 times faster than real time,
where it borders on the limit of numerical integration sta-

bility.) The standard of what is real time clearly depends on
the computer hardware. The results shown are intended not
to link absolute simulation speeds with the models, but to
show how the models compare relative to each other and to
give at least an approximate idea of the types of absolute

computational speed that would be expected from a "fast"
personal computer made in 1990.

Table 2 shows that all 10-df models require a time step of
0.007 sec. Although only two of the first five models run faster
than real time with the conservative time steps shown, all can

be run in real-time within limits of stability. Model 3, with 6

df, runs more than three times faster than real time. Although
it requires a time step almost as short as the 10-df models, it
is described by equations of motion that are much simpler.
Model 4, with 4 df, is 24 times faster than real time. The
equations of motion are an order of magnitude simpler than
the equations for the othel models, and the dynamic system
includes only low-frequency eigenvalues. Consequently, a much

larger integration time step can be used to further reduce the
computational requirements.

Numerical Results

All of the simulation programs were used to compute vehicle
response to a simple ramp-to-step input for a right turn, shown
in Figure 9. The steer angle is applied at the front wheels,

eliminating any dynamic effects of the vehicle steering system.
The forward speed is 30 m/sec (108 km/hr). The overall vehicle
motions predicted by the different models agree closely. Plots

of the responses from all five of the 10-df models were in-

0.007 0.8s

0.007 1.3

0.007 1.05

0.007 0.91

TABLE 2 Comparison of Model Formulations

Computation effor¡
tlme run

Model DOF Nores *,/ +,- funcs step speed*

ranslational joints in Z direction
for front suspensions, full non-
linear kinematics, exact slip
equations from eq. (13)

lb l0 Same as la except with slip 540 514 2l
defined in eq. (14)

lc l0 Same as lb except with sonre 33-5 386 5
"small" angles and s¡reeds

ld l0 Sameas lccxcepttranslational 416 459 7
joints are angled to fit roll center

2 l0 Sanre as lc except with 5l-5 548 5
rotational joints for front
suspensions

3 6 Similar to S'll model lss t62 3 0.008 3.1

4 4 Sinrilar ¡o Segel nrodel 34 22 5 0.020 24

x Note: run speeds are shown as mrrltiples of real time on a Mitcintosh ll fx running
under Macintosh System T.

'DOF : df.
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Sleer - deg

ïime - sec

FIGURE 10 Predicted lateral accelerâtion responses.

Time - sec

FIGURE ll Predicted yaw râte responses.

direction. The lateral movements of the axles modify the slip
argleq instantly changing the lateral forces generated by thà
tires. The effect is to add damping to the 10-df model that is
not present in the 4- and 6-df models.

The axle-pushing mechanism in the 10-df models may be
exaggerated because of the simple tire model of Equations g
and 13 or 14. In reality, lateral tire forces do not build in_
stantly. A tire model with dynamic lag or lateral compliance
mþht change the significance of the kinematic ,,pushing.',

Recall that most of the 10-df models with translaìionat þintsfor the front wheels have a front roll center in the giound
plane (Models 1a, Lb, and 1c), whereas Models ld and jlocate
a ¡oll center whose height is defined as the parameter.Fl*.,.
When I1.., is set to 0, all of the 10-df modeli agree so ctoieþ
that identical time history plots are obtained for any given
response variable. However, differences exist for values of
ll1o., other than 0. In this case, Models 1d and 2 compare
closely with the simple models, and Models La, 1.b, anà lc
generate an incorrect roll response.

Although the simulation results in this paper are based on
a tire equation that is not sensitive to load, all of the models
can be easily extended to include load sensitivity in the lateral
tire force calculations. Figure 14 compares thsvertical force
time histories for the right front tire. The 6-df and 10_df models
agree closely, and the 4-df model produces estimates that may
be sufficient to capture the rudimentary handling effects of
tire load sensitivity.

Yaw rate - rad/s

Body roll - deg
0l

95

Time - sec

FIGURE 9 Steer input at front wheels.

distinguishable. Figure 10 shows that predictions of lateral
acceleration were nearly identical for all models. Figure 11
shows that yaw rate predictions for the 4- and 6-df models do
not completely match the prediction from the 10_df rnodels.
However, the predictions from the two simpler models agree
with each other. The greatest difference in predicted veñicle
motion was found for roll angle, shown in Figure 12, (How_
ever, even these differences are minor.) The main difference
is that the 10-df models predict a slightly less oscillatory roll
response.

The 4-df model is the simplest and fastest running. Because
it does not directly account for roll of the axles, exact agree_
ment in roll is not obtained. However, the results are not far
off, Other than roll angle, the other predictions from the 4_
df model are very close to those from the 10-df models.

The disagreement between the 10-df and simpler models
was found to be mainly due to the different ways in which
the models couple roll between the sprung and unsprung masses.
The difference exists only when the roll centeri at the front
and rear differ, such that the vehicle roll axis is tilted. One
factor associated with the tilt is that products of inertia are
introduced in the simpler models that amplify the transient
roll response. A second factor is that due io axle pushing in
the 10-df models, shown in Figure 13. When the sprung mass
rolls, the rear axle is constrained to move in the direction of
the body roll, whereas the front axle moves in the opposite

Lateral acceleration - g's

0 0

FIGURE f2 Predicted roll angle responses.
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FIGURE f3 Front and rear suspension roll axes that are
not collinear.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper shows how a symbolic multibody code generator

is used to rapidly develop real-time vehicle dynamics models.

Making comparisons between the models was easy, because

all of the models were formulated using the same sets of
vehicle parameters. The simplest simulation program runs
more than 40 times faster than the most complex, yet the
predictions of the overall system response were very close.

The general approach of building simulation programs with
a code generator has several advantages over the use of hand-
coded programs:

o The development time is small. The first working 10-df
model reported in this paper was developed and debugged in
2 days. The other 10-df models required less time. The initial
versions of the 4- and 6-df models were done in several hours.

o The generated code runs fast. For a given model, the
automated software for developing simulations usually for-
mulates efficient equations and then generates code that is as

fast or faster than that which can be written by experts (/0).
o Models with different levels of complexity can be for-

mulated and compared, to speed the debugging process and

RF vertical tire force - N Time - sec

01234
-3600

-3800

-4000

-4200

-4400

FIGURE
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ensure that the modeling assumptions have the intended
results.

o A model can be rapidly fine-tuned to run with maximum
detail in real time on available hardware. Radical changes

can be made in connection between bodies with little effort.

The capability of a simulation program to run in real time
depends on the computational efficiency in the equations of
motion and the minimal integration time step required. The
relatively close agreement seen between the simple 4-df model
and the others argues that simple multibody models, with no

high-frequency eigenvalues, offer a sound basis for building
low-cost driving simulators. Complexities can be added such

as roll steer, compliance steer, steering system dynamics,
aerodynamic effects, nonlinear tire behavior, load-sensitive
tires, dynamic tire lags, nonlinear springs and dampers, and

so on. The model runs so fast that there is plenty of room for
additional computations if they do not affect the required
minimal time step.
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